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Unit Explanation In this unit, students will first develop an understanding of the biotic and abiotic factors
within ecosystems, the characteristics and classification of living organisms, and how plants and animals
obtain and use energy to fulfill their needs. Then, students will delve deeper into the NGSS standards by
examining the interdependent relationships within an ecosystem by studying movement of matter between
producers, consumers, and decomposers by creating models of food chains and food webs. Summary of
Lesson Today, I will open the lesson by asking students to sort pictures of living organisms within the
Yellowstone National Park ecosystem anyway they like. Students then explore the roles of producers,
consumers, and decomposers within in a ecosystem. At the end of the lesson, students reflect and apply their
new understanding of ecosystem roles by classifying the living organisms in the Yellowstone ecosystem.
Support an argument that plants get the materials they need for growth chiefly from air and water. Develop a
model to describe the movement of matter among plants, animals, decomposers, and the environment. Then,
they will use this evidence to "argue" the role of specific organisms within the Yellowstone ecosystem.
Structure and Function Students will begin examining the structures of living organisms and connecting these
structures with the roles they fill within an ecosystem. Energy in Chemical Processes and Everyday Life The
energy released [from] food was once energy from the sun that was captured by plants in the chemical process
that forms plant matter from air and water. Organization for Matter and Energy Flow in Organisms Food
provides animals with the materials they need for body repair and growth and the energy they need to maintain
body warmth and for motion. Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems The food of almost any kind of
animal can be traced back to plants. Organisms are related in food webs in which some animals eat plants for
food and other animals eat the animals that eat plants. Organisms can survive only in environments in which
their particular needs are met. A healthy ecosystem is one in which multiple species of different types are each
able to meet their needs in a relatively stable web of life. Newly introduced species can damage the balance of
an ecosystem. Cycles of Matter and Energy Transfer in Ecosystems Matter cycles between the air and soil and
among plants, animals, and microbes as these organisms live and die. Organisms obtain gases, and water, from
the environment, and release waste matter gas, liquid, or solid back into the environment. Today, students will
work on meeting CCSS. Quote accurately from a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when
drawing inferences from the text. Students will be encouraged to find exact details from the text that support
our research question, "What are the different roles of the living organisms within an ecosystem? Any time
groups have four or more students, the opportunities for individual students to speak and take part in the
exploration process decreases. With groups of two, I often struggle to find enough science materials to go
around. So this year, I chose to place students in teams of three! Picking science teams is always easy as I
already have students placed in desk groups based upon behavior, abilities, and communication skills. Each
desk group has about six kids, so I simply divide this larger group in half. In no time, each student has a
number in the air. This management strategy has proven to be effective when cleaning up and returning
supplies as well! I want them to think deeply, collaborate, and share prior knowledge. As students begin
sorting, I walk around the room to ask probing questions and to observe student reasoning. Students develop a
variety of ways to categorize the pictures: Then, they gravitated toward predators and prey. One student
connects their categories with the food chain and explains that plants are at the bottom of the food chain and
predators are at the top. I want to push their thinking a bit so I ask them to further categorize their pictures.
One student mentions meat-eaters and then the group takes off! I ask them to explain their thinking about
bacteria. After about ten minutes of sorting, we discuss how each group sorted their pictures as a class. Then,
we pushed the pictures aside into a pile and moved on with the lesson! Next year, I would want to provide
more examples of Yellowstone decomposers: What category is the sun in?
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Core Standards Introduction Science is a way of knowing, a process for gaining knowledge and understanding
of the natural world. The Science Core Curriculum places emphasis on understanding and using skills.
Students should be active learners. It is not enough for students to read about science; they must do science.
They should observe, inquire, question, formulate and test hypotheses, analyze data, report, and evaluate
findings. The students, as scientists, should have hands-on, active experiences throughout the instruction of the
science curriculum. The Elementary Science Core describes what students should know and be able to do at
the end of each of the K-6 grade levels. It was developed, critiqued, piloted, and revised by a community of
Utah science teachers, university science educators, State Office of Education specialists, scientists, expert
national consultants, and an advisory committee representing a wide variety of people from the community.
The Core reflects the current philosophy of science education that is expressed in national documents
developed by the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the National Academies of Science.
The Core reflects high standards of achievement in science for all students. Organization of the Elementary
Science Core The Core is designed to help teachers organize and deliver instruction. Each grade level begins
with a brief course description. They are found at the beginning of each grade, and are an integral part of the
Core that should be included as part of instruction. Each grade level has three to five Science Benchmarks.
Several Objectives are listed under each Standard. If students have mastered the Objectives associated with a
given Standard, they are judged to have mastered that Standard at that grade level. Several Indicators are
described for each Objective. Indicators are not meant to be classroom activities, but they can help guide
classroom instruction. Science is a way of knowing, a process of gaining knowledge and understanding of the
natural world. Please see the Intended Learning Outcomes document for each grade level core. As described in
these ILOs, students will: Use science process and thinking skills. Manifest science interests and attitudes.
Understand important science concepts and principles. Communicate effectively using science language and
reasoning. Demonstrate awareness of the social and historical aspects of science. Understand the nature of
science. The Core has been designed so that, wherever possible, the science ideas taught within a particular
grade level have a logical and natural connection with each other and with those of earlier grades. Efforts have
also been made to select topics and skills that integrate well with one another and with other subject areas
appropriate to grade level. In addition, there is an upward articulation of science concepts, skills, and content.
This spiraling is intended to prepare students to understand and use more complex science concepts and skills
as they advance through their science learning. The Core takes into account the psychological and social
readiness of students. It builds from concrete experiences to more abstract understandings. The Core describes
science language students should use that is appropriate to each grade level. A more extensive vocabulary
should not be emphasized. In the past, many educators may have mistakenly thought that students understood
abstract concepts such as the nature of the atom , because they repeated appropriate names and vocabulary
such as electron and neutron. The Core resists the temptation to tell about abstract concepts at inappropriate
grade levels, but focuses on providing experiences with concepts that students can explore and understand in
depth to build a foundation for future science learning. Encourages Good Teaching Practices: It is impossible
to accomplish the full intent of the Core by lecturing and having students read from textbooks. The
Elementary Science Core emphasizes student inquiry. Science process skills are central in each standard.
Good science encourages students to gain knowledge by doing science: The Core is designed to encourage
instruction with students working in cooperative groups. The Core directs experiential science instruction for
all students, not just those who have traditionally succeeded in science classes. The Elementary Science Core
does not cover all topics that have traditionally been in the elementary science curriculum; however, it does
provide a comprehensive background in science. By emphasizing depth rather than breadth, the Core seeks to
empower students rather than intimidate them with a collection of isolated and eminently forgettable facts.
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Teachers are free to add related concepts and skills, but they are expected to teach all the standards and
objectives specified in the Core for their grade level. Teachers and others who are familiar with Utah students,
classrooms, teachers, and schools have designed the Core. It can be taught with easily obtained resources and
materials. A Teacher Resource Book TRB is available for elementary grades and has sample lessons on each
topic for each grade level. The TRB is a document that will grow as teachers add exemplary lessons aligned
with the new Core. The middle grade levels have electronic textbooks. View the 5th Grade Sci-Ber Text. This
curriculum relates directly to student needs and interests. It is grounded in the natural world in which we live.
Relevance of science to other endeavors enables students to transfer skills gained from science instruction into
their other school subjects and into their lives outside the classroom. Encourages Good Assessment Practices:
Student achievement of the standards and objectives in this Core are best assessed using a variety of
assessment instruments. Performance tests are particularly appropriate to evaluate student mastery of science
processes and problem-solving skills. Teachers should use a variety of classroom assessment approaches in
conjunction with standard assessment instruments to inform their instruction. The Most Important Goal
Elementary school reaches the greatest number of students for a longer period of time during the most
formative years of the school experience. Effective elementary science instruction engages students actively in
enjoyable learning experiences. Science instruction should be as thrilling an experience for a child as seeing a
rainbow, growing a flower, or holding a toad. Science is not just for those who have traditionally succeeded in
the subject, and it is not just for those who will choose science-related careers. In a world of rapidly expanding
knowledge and technology, all students must gain the skills they will need to understand and function
responsibly and successfully in the world. The Core provides skills in a context that enables students to
experience the joy of doing science. They will investigate physical and chemical changes in matter. They will
begin to relate causes for changes with their effects. Students will have opportunity to investigate the effects of
various forces, such as magnetism and electricity upon materials. They will begin to learn how traits passed
from parent organisms to their offspring effect their survival. Students should learn to value the scientific
processes as means of obtaining knowledge. They should be encouraged to maintain an open and questioning
mind and should be helped and encouraged to pose their own questions about objects, events, processes and
results. Fifth graders should have the opportunity to plan and conduct their own experiments and come to their
own conclusions as they read, observe, compare, describe, infer and draw conclusions. Good science
instruction requires hands-on science investigations in which student inquiry is an important goal. Teachers
should provide opportunities for all students to explore many things. Fifth graders should have sufficient
understanding of Earth Science to point out an interesting landform to others and hypothesize its origin; feel
the success of connecting batteries and wire to make the lights come on; learn about chemical change as they
mix baking soda and vinegar and test changes in acidity of liquids using the juice of red cabbage leaves. They
should come to enjoy science as a process of learning about their world. Science Core concepts should be
integrated with concepts and skills from other curriculum areas. Reading, writing and mathematics skills
should be emphasized as integral to the instruction of science. Technology issues and the nature of science are
significant components of this Core. The fifth grade Science Core has online resources designed to help with
classroom instruction; they include Teacher Resource Book -a set of lesson plans, assessment items and
science information specific to fifth grade and Sci-ber Text -an electronic science textbook specific to the Utah
Core. The hands-on nature of this science curriculum increases the need for teachers to use appropriate
precautions in the classroom and field. Teachers must adhere to the published guidelines for the proper use of
animals, equipment, and chemicals in the classroom. These guidelines are available on the Utah Science Home
Page. They are an essential part of the Science Core Curriculum and provide teachers with a standard for
evaluation of student learning in science. Instruction should include significant science experiences that lead to
student understanding using the ILOs. The main intent of science instruction in Utah is that students will value
and use science as a process of obtaining knowledge based upon observable evidence. By the end of fifth
grade students will be able to: Use Science Process and Thinking Skills Observe simple objects, patterns, and
events and report their observations. Sort and sequence data according to criteria given. Given the appropriate
instrument, measure length, temperature, volume, and mass in metric units as specified. Compare things,
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processes, and events. Plan and conduct simple experiments. Formulate simple research questions. Predict
results of investigations based on prior data. Use data to construct a reasonable conclusion. Manifest Scientific
Attitudes and Interests Demonstrate a sense of curiosity about nature. Voluntarily read and look at books and
other materials about science. Pose science questions about objects, events, and processes.
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